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a b s t r a c t

K -means configuration is to find a configuration of k-means (e.g., the number of clusters, feature
sets) that maximize some objectives. It is a time-consuming process due to the iterative nature of
k-means. This paper proposes reuse-centric k-means configuration to accelerate k-means configuration.
It is based on the observation that the explorations of different configurations share lots of common or
similar computations. Effectively reusing the computations from prior trials of different configurations
could largely shorten the configuration time. To materialize the idea, the paper presents a set of novel
techniques, including reuse-based filtering, center reuse, and a two-phase design to capitalize on the
reuse opportunities on three levels: validation, number of clusters, and feature sets. Experiments on
k-means–based data classification tasks show that reuse-centric k-means configuration can speed up a
heuristic search-based configuration process by a factor of 5.8, and a uniform search-based attainment
of classification error surfaces by a factor of 9.1. The paper meanwhile provides some important
insights on how to effectively apply the acceleration techniques to tap into a full potential.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As one of the most popular data mining algorithms [1], k-
means clustering has been used in many applications. Its uses go
far beyond simple clustering. An important use of k-means, for
instance, is for model-free classifier construction. After clustering
some training data in the feature space, the method may use
the labels of each cluster to classify any new data item falling
into that cluster [2]. Another example is to use k-means for
feature learning by using the centroids of the clusters to produce
features [3].

The effectiveness of k-means in applications depends on many
factors, such as the features used for clustering and the resulting
number of clusters. As a result, algorithm configuration is essen-
tial for k-means–based data mining [4,5]. On the other hand, as
an iterative algorithm, k-means is very time-consuming to run on
large datasets. The configuration of k-means for a dataset requires
many runs of k-means in various settings. The time-consuming
nature of k-means and the required repeated runs of k-means
in its configuration make k-means–based data mining a time-
consuming process, a problem being continuously exacerbated by
the rapid growth of data in this era.
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There are some general methods proposed for speeding up the
configuration process of algorithms [6]. They have mostly focused
on how to reduce the number of trial configurations. How to ac-
celerate the examination of the remaining configurations through
historical information reuse is a complementary direction that
has not received sufficient explorations. And how to effectively
accomplish it for k-means is yet a largely unexplored problem.

This paper presents a systematic exploration in that direction.
It introduces the concept of reuse-centric k-means configuration,
which promotes information reuse across the explorations of dif-
ferent configurations of k-means. The motivating observation is
that the explorations of different configurations of k-means share
ots of common and similar computations. Effectively reusing the
omputations could largely cut the configuration time with little
r no effect on the quality of the final results.
To materialize the idea, this paper strives to answer three

ain research questions:

• What historical information is essentially useful for k-means
configuration?

• How to efficiently reuse the information to maximize the
reuse benefits?

• Whether and how much the reuse-based optimizations af-
fect the final results?

Specifically, we have designed two techniques, called reuse-
ased filtering and center reuse, to promote computation reuse

cross trials of different configurations.
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Reuse-based filtering takes advantage of the clusters and the
istance between a point and its nearest center unveiled in a
revious trial of k-means. Through the reuse, it is able to leverage
riangle inequality to avoid some distance calculations—that is,
sing computationally efficient lower bounds of the distances
etween a point and potential centers to filter out some centers
hat are unlikely to be the nearest to a point, and avoid calculating
he distances to those centers. (Section 3.3)

Center reuse is to use the clustering results of some earlier
rials to initialize cluster centers for some later trials on different
onfigurations. The reuse helps make the later trials converge
aster and hence saves configuration time. (Section 3.4)

For both types of reuse, we have explored the opportuni-
ies in multiple levels: across validations, across k, and across
eature sets. Besides their effectiveness in drastically cutting con-
iguration time, an appealing property of these techniques is
heir simplicity. They are designed to be simple to implement
nd deploy to ensure their applicability in general data mining
pplications.
In addition to the two techniques, we have also explored

he use of a two-phase design to speed up the configuration
rocess when a full error surface is needed for meeting various
esired trade-offs among multiple quality metrics (e.g., different
eights of the classification errors over the classification time).
Section 3.5)

We evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of these tech-
iques by way of both the configuration speed and quality of
he final results, in both sequential and parallel settings. Our
esults show that these techniques can work together in synergy,
peeding up a heuristic search-based configuration process by
p to 5.8X. When they are used to speed up the attainment of
he error surface of k-means–based classifiers, they shorten the
rocess by a factor of 9.1. All the optimization techniques we
ropose cause no change to the final k-means results except for
he center reuse technique. We conduct a focused study on its
nfluence, which concludes that the caused disparity is negligible
less than 3%). We further provide some sensitivity study to reveal
ow the optimization techniques perform in various settings, and
oint out some important insights – such as, the directions of
onfiguration explorations – on how to deploy them to tap into
full potential. (Section 4)
Overall, this work makes the following major contributions:

• It provides the first systematic study on how historical infor-
mation reuse may help speed up the k-means configuration
process.

• It proposes a set of novel techniques to effectively promote
information reuse across explorations of different k-means
configurations.

• Through sensitivity studies, it reports the performance of
the techniques in various settings, and sheds some impor-
tant insights on the suitable ways to deploy these tech-
niques.

• It demonstrates large (5–9X) speed benefits from these tech-
niques, and confirms only little disparity they may cause to
the quality of k-means results.

. Related work

Our work falls in the category of algorithm configuration.
lgorithm configuration or tuning is to find the configuration of
given algorithm that maximizes some performance metric. As
combinatorial problem, algorithm configuration space is often
normous, and the tuning is notoriously time-consuming.
Many studies have attempted to help shorten the process.
ost of these prior methods fall into three categories [6]: (1)

2

sing racing procedures to help eliminate candidate configura-
ions that are significantly outperformed by other configura-
ions [7–9], (2) using stochastic local search (SLS) methods to
ntelligently search the configuration space [10–12], (3) using
equential model-based optimization methods to build models to
elp quickly identify promising configurations [13,14]. These
ethods mainly aim at reducing the number of configurations
eeded to try to find appropriate configurations. In this work,
e tackle the k-means configuration problem from the angle of
omputation reuse that is complementary to previous methods.
Reuse-centric optimization, especially center reuse, at a high

evel, shares a spirit with that of transfer learning, which stores
he knowledge gained in solving the source task and apply it
o other problems with similar properties. Both concepts are
otivated by the fact that knowledge learned previously can
elp solve new problems faster or with better solutions [15].
his work materializes the high-level concept by answering some
pen questions on what knowledge is beneficial to reuse for k-

means configuration, and how to reuse the knowledge effectively.
The set of novel techniques it proposes are designed to leverage
the specific properties of k-means configurations to address those
open challenges.

3. Proposed techniques

We describe, in this section, our proposed techniques. Before
then, we first discuss the factors and objectives necessary to
consider in k-means configuration.

3.1. Overview of k-means configuration

Understanding the usage of k-means in real applications helps
understand the purpose and objectives of k-means configuration.

Even though k-means is a clustering tool, it is often used as
a module for a purpose beyond simple clustering. In k-means–
based data classification, for example, through k-means, training
data are grouped into clusters, which are then used for classifying
test data: The cluster centers are used as compact representations
of the data, and each center has an associated class label decided
by its data-point members. The classification of a testing data
point is then made to the class of its closest cluster center.

Fig. 1a outlines a general structure of applications that use
k-means. Data are first projected onto some feature space. k-
means clustering subsequently runs on the projected data to form
some clusters, which are then used by the application for some
follow-up purposes (e.g., classification).

K -means configuration is a process of finding the configura-
tion (e.g., the number of clusters k and feature sets) that can
maximize certain objectives. The objectives are often aimed at
maximizing the quality of the ultimate results of the application
(e.g., classification accuracy); some internal metrics of clustering
(e.g., within and across cluster distances) could be relevant but
are usually secondary to the application-level objectives. Cross-
validation (e.g., on data classification) is often used in the process
to help assess the quality of a configuration.

Fig. 1a also illustrates two important factors of k-means to
configure and to impact the applications in some way. The first
is the set of features to extract or select from the raw data, and
the second is k, the number of clusters to form. Although the con-
figuration involves only two factors, even with the fast Yinyang
k-means algorithm [19], on a dataset of modest size, the config-
uration is still computationally intensive (days) when exploring
all combinations of k and feature sets. There are some other
factors that could also be worth tuning, such as the definitions
of distance, the ways to do feature extraction. However, the two

factors (k and feature sets) have the largest numbers of variants
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Fig. 1. Overview of k-means–based applications and where our three acceleration techniques are applied. (a) A general structure of k-means–based applications with
-means configuration. The dash-lined box represents the most time-consuming k-means clustering step our acceleration techniques apply on. (b) The details of the
cceleration techniques including reused-based filtering, center reuse, and two-phase design. The dash-lined boxes illustrate the scopes each technique works on.
Table 1
Data statistics.
Dataset Size(B) n #attributes #classes #one-hot dimensions #PCA dimensions dstep kstep

Gamma 1.2e6 1.9e4 10 2 10 8 1 10
Sensorless 4.4e6 5.8e4 49 11 48 10 1 10
Credit [16] 3.0e6 3.0e4 24 2 23 13 1 10
Gassensor [17] 1.7e6 1.4e4 11 2 128 16 1 10
Miniboone 3.4e7 1.3e5 50 2 50 34 2 20
Adult 2.0e7 4.5e4 14 2 104 59 2 10
Connect 3.1e7 6.8e4 42 2 126 61 2 10
Activity [18] 1.1e7 1.0e5 561 6 561 157 8 10
Census 2.0e8 1.4e5 68 2 388 186 8 20
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and hence dominate the configuration space. Our discussion in
this paper focuses on them; thanks to the combinatorial nature
of the space, the speedups attained for their configurations di-
rectly translate to the overall speedups of the whole configuration
process despite the presence of other secondary factors one may
wish to tune.

Our acceleration techniques pertain to the most time-
onsuming k-means clustering step, circled with a dash-lined
ectangle in Fig. 1a.

.2. Overview of the acceleration techniques

Our acceleration techniques consist of three stages: reuse-
based filtering, center reuse, and a two-phase design. The first
wo materialize the idea of reuse-centric k-means configuration,
hich saves computations in the configuration process through
romoting the reuse of computation results from the trials of
ome earlier configurations. The last technique uses a two-phase
esign to first quickly get an estimated surface of classification
rrors, and then uses it to help focus the explorations on valuable
onfigurations. The first two are generally applicable for all k-
means–based data mining tasks, while the last one is especially
useful when a detailed relation between configurations and the
final results of the application (e.g., classification accuracy) is
needed.

The techniques work at different aspects of the problem and
can function in synergy. The dash-lined boxes in Fig. 1b illustrate
the scopes they each work on.

Reuse-based filtering reuses the clusters obtained in the trial
of one configuration (with feature set S and k value) to speed
up the first iteration of k-means in a later trial of some other
configuration. It concentrates on the first iteration of k-means
because in modern k-means (e.g., Yinyang k-means [19]), the later
terations are already highly optimized, and each takes a much
horter time than the first iteration does. For instance, in our
xperiments with nine datasets of different sizes and dimensions
listed in Table 1), the first iteration of Yinyang k-means takes
0%–40% of the entire k-means time.
3

Center reuse sets good initial centers for k-means by leveraging
he centers from earlier trials. It works across all three levels:
cross the iterations in feature selection, iterations of k value
xploration, and cross-validations. It significantly helps shorten
he time for k-means to converge in the algorithm configuration.

The two-phase design aims at reducing the number of con-
igurations to explore for each set of features. It hence con-
ributes to the computational savings within, rather than across
he explorations of a given set of feature.

Reuse-based filtering and the two-phase design do not alter the
lustering results. Center reuse could lead to clustering results
ifferent from the ones attained by using random centers. How-
ver, later in Section 4.4, we will show that the influence causes
egligible impact on the results of algorithm configurations.
We next explain each of the three techniques in detail.

.3. Reuse-based filtering

K -means is time consuming primarily because of its calcu-
ations of the distances from data points to potential cluster
enters. In the standard k-means, each iteration needs to compute
× k distances (n is the number of points, k is the number of
luster centers), from every data point to every cluster center in
rder to identify which cluster center is the closest to the data
oint. Modern k-means algorithms (e.g., Yinyang k-means [19])
uccessfully avoid many distance calculations in later iterations of
k-means, but they all still need the n×k distance calculations in
he first iteration of k-means. In our experiments, we observe that
he first iteration weights up to 40% of the entire k-means time.
e call it the first iteration problem. Algorithm configuration of

-means needs many runs of k-means; every one of them suffers
rom the first iteration problem.

To alleviate the issue, we propose reuse-based filtering. It is
ased on the well-known geometric property of Triangle Inequal-
ty (TI).
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Fig. 2. Example of Triangle Inequality. Circles and double circles represent
centers in current and previous iteration respectively, and b(x) is the so-far
nearest center of point x.

3.3.1. TI and its prior use for k-means
We provide the formal definition of TI and landmark as fol-

lows.

Theorem 3.1. Triangle Inequality (TI): Let q, p, L be three points
in a metric space (e.g. Euclidean space) and d(x, y) be the distance
between the any two points x, y in the space. Triangle Inequality
states that d(q, p) ≤ d(q, L) + d(p, L). Point L is called a landmark.

TI has been used by previous work [19–22] to avoid unneces-
sary distance calculations in k-means, except for its first iteration.
The basic idea in those works is to use the cluster centers in
the previous iteration as landmarks to help quickly attain the
lower bounds and upper bounds between each data point and
the new centers in the current iteration. We take Fig. 2 as an
example. Circles and double circles represent centers in current
and previous iteration respectively, and b(x) is the so-far nearest
center of a point x. If the lower bound lb(x, c) between x and a
center c is even larger than the upper bound ub(x, b(x)) between
x and its so-far nearest center b(x) in this current iteration, there
is no need to calculate d(x, c). According to TI, we know that,

ub(x, b(x)) = d(x, b′(x)) + d(b(x), b′(x)) (3.1)

lb(x, c) = |d(x, c ′) − d(c, c ′)| (3.2)

So if lb(x, c) > ub(x, b(x)), there is no need to calculate d(x, c)
and k-means should be able to skip the center c directly, since
the lower bound of the distance between x and x is even greater
than the upper bound of the distance between x and b(x), which
makes c cannot be closer to x than b(x). Notice that this idea has
not been applied to the first iteration of k-means because there
is no previous iteration that it can leverage.

3.3.2. Basic idea of reuse-based filtering
Our reuse-based filtering is inspired by the prior use of TI

in k-means. Its basic approach is to leverage the results from
the exploration of an earlier configuration to help produce the
lower/upper bounds of distances for the exploration of later con-
figurations, whereby, TI can then be applied to identify and avoid
the unnecessary distance computations.

The nature of algorithm configuration poses several special
challenges for materializing the idea that do not appear in the
prior use of TI for accelerating a single run of k-means.

• In different iterations of a single k-means, distances are all
based on the same set of data features, and the number of
cluster centers is also identical. But in algorithm configu-
ration, these factors could all differ in the exploration of
different configurations. That causes complexities in how to
reuse distances, and how to effectively define landmarks.

• How to ensure that the acceleration to the first iteration
does not interfere with the acceleration of the later itera-
tions of k-means. When modern k-means algorithms apply
TI to later iterations to avoid unnecessary distance calcu-
lations, they leverage the n × k distances from the first
iteration to help attain some tight distance bounds for TI
 c

4

Fig. 3. Illustration of how the configuration with k = k1 can help save distance
computation in the first iteration of another configuration with k = k2 . b′(x) is
he closest center of point x when k = k1; c1 , c2 , c3 are the initial centers and
(x) is the so-far nearest center of point x when k = k2 .

to work effectively [19–22]. If reuse-based filtering avoids
computing many of the distances in the first iteration, it
could pose risks for the acceleration of the later iterations
to work properly.

We next explain how our design of reuse-based filtering, and
how the design addresses the two special concerns.

3.3.3. Detailed design of reuse-based filtering
We explain the design of reuse-based filtering in two levels:

across k and across feature sets.
Reuse across k. This reuse happens among the configurations

that share the same set of features, with different k values.
Suppose that the reuse is from one configuration with k = k1 to
nother with k = k2. Compared to the previous usage of triangle
nequality to eliminate unnecessary distance computations, as
hown in Fig. 2, we cannot build that one-to-one previous-center
elationship between two configurations with different k. Instead,
e could use the closest center b′(x) for each point x in the
onfiguration with k = k1 as the landmark for all the initial
enters in the configuration with k = k2. Fig. 3 provides the
llustration. At the beginning, the so-far nearest center b(x) of
oint x when k = k2 can be set as any initial center in the current
onfiguration. Here we set it as c1 in Fig. 3. Then the upper bound
b(x, b(x)) and the lower bound lb(x, b(x)) between x and b(x) are
ust the exact distance d(x, b(x)).

(x) = c1, ub(x, b(x)) = lb(x, b(x)) = d(x, b(x)) (3.3)

So for each possible center c = c2, c3, we can calculate the
corresponding upper bound ub(x, c) and lower bound lb(x, c)
according to TI.

ub(x, c) = d(b′(x), c) + d(x, b′(x)) (3.4)

lb(x, c) = |d(b′(x), c) − d(x, b′(x))| (3.5)

If lb(x, c) > ub(x, (b(x))), the center c can be skipped as the
previous example in Fig. 2. If lb(x, b(x)) > ub(x, c), the nearest
center b(x) of point x should be set as c since the center c must
be closer than the current nearest center b(x). If none of the two
cases are satisfied, the distance d(x, c) between the center c and
the point x needs to be calculated to compare with d(x, b(x)) to
decide which one is closer.

Note that the distance from x to b′(x) can be directly reused
from the trial with k = k1, the extra distance computations we
need to carry out are those from the centers in k = k1 to the
initial centers in k = k2. In total, there are k1 × k2 distance
computations and a small part of distance computations from
points to centers, which is far less than the cost of distance
computations from every point to every center (i.e. n×k2), where
n is the total number of points. Similarly to the previous usage of
triangle inequality [19,22], this optimization does not change the
final cluster results, as distance computations to some center c
ill be eliminated only when c cannot be the closest center to
he point x.

Reuse across feature sets. This reuse happens among the

onfigurations that have the same number of clusters k, but
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Fig. 4. Illustration of center reuse across k. The two graphs represent the
-means on two configurations with k equaling three (left) and two (right)
espectively. The double circles in the left graph show the three centers attained
n the exploration of earlier configuration. These centers are grouped to get two
roup centers c ′

1, c
′

2 , which are then used as the initial centers (marked as circles
n the right picture) for exploring the latter configuration.

se different sets of features. As our optimization is based on
riangle inequality, which requires the distance to be defined in
he same metric space, we need to be conservative about distance
euses across different feature sets. Before we give the detailed
xplanation about how reuse across feature sets is applied, we first
ntroduce a theorem on distances defined in two different, but
ighly related, metric spaces.

heorem 3.2. For any two pairs of points (xF1 , cF1 ) and (xF2 , cF2 ),
where xF1 and cF1 are in feature space F1 with the feature set S1,
while xF2 and cF2 are in feature space F2 with the feature set S2. If
xF2 and cF2 have only a subset dimensions of xF1 and cF1 respectively,
i.e., S2 ⊂ S1, then the distance between xF2 and cF2 must be no
larger that between xF1 and cF1 in any p-norm space. That is to say,
d(xF2 , cF2 ) ≤ d(xF1 , cF1 ).

The theorem directly follows the distance definition in any p-
norm space, in that the distance function monotonically increases
with the number of dimensions.

For distance reuse across feature sets, a distance computed in
feature space F1 can be used for bound computations in feature
space F2 without affecting the final clustering result as long as
S2 is a subset of S1. In particular, for each center c ′F1 obtained in
feature space F1, we remove those dimensions that are not used
in F2 to build a corresponding center c ′F2 in feature space F2.

Fig. 3 can also serve as an illustration of how distance reuse
can help eliminate unnecessary distance computations to some
center c across feature sets, where b′(x) is computed from the
closest center of point x in feature space F1, while c1, c2 and c3 are
the initial centers in feature space F2. Similarly, the so-far nearest
center b(x) of point x in feature space F2 can be set as any initial
center, such as c1, in the current configuration at the beginning,
and the upper bound ub(x, b(x)) and the lower bound lb(x, b(x))
between x and b(x) are just the exact distance d(x, b(x)). Then
for other possible centers c = c2, c3, their upper bound ub(x, c)
and lower bound lb(x, c) can be computed based on TI. Compared
to the reuse across k, our two bound computations directly use
d(xF1 , b′F1 (x)) calculated in feature space F1, which themselves are
the upper bounds of d(x, b′(x)) in feature space F2 since S2 ⊂ S1.

ub(x, c) = d(b′(x), c) + d(x, b′(x)) ≤ d(b′(x), c) + d(xF1 , b′F1 (x))
(3.6)

lb(x, c) = d(b′(x), c) − d(x, b′(x)) ≥ d(b′(x), c) − d(xF1 , b′F1 (x))
(3.7)

The following logical judgment is the same as what we did in the
reuse across k. These bound computations are a simple extension
5

of the traditional triangle inequality, and as a consequence, our
method will remove the distance computation to some center c ,
only if it is impossible to be the closest center to the point x.

Further, our accelerations based on both reuse across k and
reuse across feature space can easily be combined with previous
accelerations focusing on the later iterations of k-means [19,22].
Instead of using the exact distance results for bound computation,
we can easily replace the exact distance with corresponding
bounds obtained in our optimized first iteration. Although our
optimization may theoretically affect the efficiency of the opti-
mization applied in the later iteration of k-means, our empir-
ical experience shows that these two accelerations are mostly
orthogonal to each other. (Details in Section 4.5.3.)

3.4. Center reuse

The second technique we propose for accelerating configura-
tion of k-means is called center reuse. The idea is simple. As is well
known, the convergence speed of k-means is highly sensitive to
the quality of the initial centers. Some initial centers can make k-
means converge in much fewer iterations than others. The basic
idea of center reuse is to use the cluster centers attained in the
exploration of some earlier configuration as the initial centers for
the explorations of later configurations.

Center reuse is based on the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3.3. In algorithmic configuration, effectively using
centers from an earlier run of k-means to initialize later runs of
k-means could shorten the convergence process while causing
negligible effects on the result of the algorithm configuration.

Specifically, we consider center reuse in three scenarios, cor-
responding to the different levels of the explorations of k-means
configurations shown in Fig. 1b.

Reuse across validations. This reuse is among the different
folds in cross validations in the exploration of a certain config-
uration. As aforementioned, recall that when exploring a given
k and a set of input features, cross-validation is often used to
examine the quality of the final results when that configuration
is used. Take k-means–based classification as an example: cross-
validation computes the errors of the classifier produced through
k-means in that configuration. A V -fold cross validation builds V
classifiers with each on a slightly different training dataset. The
center reuse at this level is to use the cluster centers attained
during the training of the first of the V classifiers as the initial
centers for the k-means in the constructions of the other V − 1
classifiers.

Reuse across k. This reuse happens among the configurations
that share the same set of features, but different k values. Because
of the difference in k, the centers may not be directly reusable.
Our empirical investigation shows that the problem can be han-
dled through a simple design. Suppose that the reuse is from one
configuration with k = k1 to another with k = k2. If k2 > k1,
in addition to using the centers attained in exploring the earlier
configuration, we add k2 − k1 randomly generated centers as
needed. If k2 < k1, we cluster the k1 centers into k2 groups
and then take the group centers as the initial centers for the
exploration of the latter configuration. Fig. 4 illustrates this case.

Reuse across feature sets. This reuse happens among the
configurations that use different sets of features. Suppose that the
reuse is from configuration C1 with feature set S1 to configuration
C2 with feature set S2. The differences in the feature sets make
direct center reuse difficult. Our design is to reuse the values of
overlapped features between S1 and S2, and generate the values of
the other features of S2 (if there are any). Our experiments show
that the generation can be as simple as using the mean value of
each feature.
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Fig. 5. An example of an error curve and the illustration of curve segmentation.

When two configurations differ in both k and feature sets,
enter reuse first applies the reuse across feature sets to handle the
imension differences in the features, and then applies the reuse
cross k to set the initial cluster centers.
Our empirical investigation shows that center reuse is bene-

icial for accelerating k-means configuration – that is, Hypothe-
is 3.3 holds – when the following principles are followed:

• Reuse cross validations should be always applied. Even
though the training datasets of different validations differ,
the datasets come from the same source and share the
same distributions. Their cluster centers are hence simi-
lar. The reuse can always shorten the convergence process
significantly.

• Reuse across k can be applied to either direction: from a
smaller k to a larger one or from a larger k to a smaller one.
In the case of increasing k values, as the extra centers are
added randomly, the complexity is the same compared with
the random initialization. In the case of decreasing k values,
we group centers to get initial centers using k-means with
only one iteration. The overhead is also negligible. Even if
the two k values differ a lot, center reuse-based initialization
degrades to random initialization and will not bring extra
costs. Specifically, in our experiments, we notice that center-
reuse always give substantial benefits even when the two k
values differ up to 25% of the maximum k value (e.g. the
difference is 200 and the maximum k is 1000). Thus, reuse
across k can always be applied.

• Reuse across feature sets are applied to a different set of fea-
tures. Since we randomly generate the values for dimensions
that are not overlapped between the two feature sets, reuse
across feature sets degrades to random initialization in the
worse case (i.e., two features sets are completely different).
If PCA-based step-wise feature selection is used, there is
always overlap between two features sets. Thus reuse across
feature sets can always be applied. We observed that reuse
across feature sets can give substantial benefits even when
the two features sets differ in 15% of the maximum dimen-
sion (e.g. the difference is 8 and the maximum dimension is
60).

Section 4 will provide the details of our empirical experiments
n the effectiveness of center reuse in saving computations, and
n the effects it has on the quality of k-means configuration.

.5. Two-phase design

The two techniques presented so far form the basis for our
euse-centric k-means configuration. In this part, we introduce
nother complementary technique named two-phase design.
 r

6

This technique is particularly useful when the error surface
f the target application is desired. For k-means–based classifi-
ation, for instance, the error surface indicates how the classifi-
ation error changes when k and feature sets change. The surface
s composed of a set of error curves, with each corresponding to
ne set of input features. The black curve in Fig. 5 illustrates such
n error curve when a particular feature set is considered while
changes.
The error surface is useful when the criterion for the best

onfiguration varies. For instance, k-means–based classifier tends
o give a higher classification accuracy when k gets larger. But
t the same time, the classification time also gets longer. In
ome situations, a user may want different trade-offs between
he accuracy and the time in different scenarios. Having the error
urface in hand can help meet the needs without rerunning the
lgorithm configuration every time the desired trade-off changes.
The two-phase design is based on the observation that some

oints on an error surface more critically affect the accuracy of
he error surface than some other points do. For instance, on the
urve shown in Fig. 5, the parts outside the elbow area are close to
traight lines, and are hence easy to approximate through curve
nterpolation on only several sampling points, but the elbow area
s more subtle in shape, and would require more sampling points
o get a reasonable interpolation result. Therefore, how to identify
lbow point to improve the accuracy of error curves is a key
oint here. Meanwhile, the elbow point can also be selected as
he desired configuration for its relatively low classification error
nd running time reflected by k.
The idea of the two-phase design is to first quickly obtain an

stimated shape of the error surface, based on which, it then
onducts a focused exploration of the configurations (e.g., those
all into the elbow area) that are most important for the accuracy
f the final error surface. The two phases in the design happen
uring the exploration of each given set of input features. To ease
he understanding, we explain the technique and how it works
y drawing on k-means–based classification as an example use
f k-means.
The first phase in the design, specifically, tries to quickly get

he approximate classification errors at a small number of sam-
led k values. It employs both the reuse-based filtering and center
euse for speed. At the same time, it adopts two approximation
ethods. The first is to use only the first fold of cross-validation;

he second is to replace k-means clustering with only a one-
tep clustering. The one-step clustering assigns points to clusters
ased on their distances to the centers produced from our center
euse scheme; no center updates or point reassignments are done.
he rationale of our first phase approximation method comes
rom the statistical similarity across different folds of a dataset,
nd the reasonable quality of the cluster centers produced from
he center reuse.

These two approximation methods could incur some deviation
rom the exact classification errors, but as we observed, their
earson correlation coefficient with the errors from Yinyang K-
ean are always higher than 0.95 for all datasets we tested.
ig. 6 shows approximated classification error curves from the
irst phase for two example datasets with ten k values sampled
rom the range [20, 1010]. ‘‘Default’’ here refers to the default k-
eans with random initialization while ‘‘FirstPhase’’ refers to our

irst phase approximation method. Even though the errors from
he first phase are higher than the errors from standard k-means,
he trends of the error curves are well approximated.

Based on that shape of curve, the second phase identifies
he critical sections (i.e., the elbow section) of the curve and
elects some important configurations to conduct more focused
nd detailed explorations to subsequently get the precise accu-

acy at those points. Through interpolation across those points,
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Fig. 6. Approximated classification error curves from the first phase for two datasets.
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t finally obtains the error curve. Compared to uniform sampling,
his two-phase design allows better error curves to be attained
ith detailed explorations of fewer configurations.
Two notes are worth making about the second phase. The first

s how to identify the critical sections. We call it also curve seg-
entation. Given the range of k, [kmin, kmax], the way we segment
he curve and do non-uniform sampling is as follows:

1. Find the elbow point on the curve. kelbow is the correspond-
ing k value;

2. For the two sub-ranges [kmin, kelbow] and [kelbow, kmax], find
the elbow point for each partial curve in the range. The
corresponding k values are kl and kr ;

3. Then the range is split into three parts: [kmin, kl], [kl, kr ],
and [kr , kmax]. Different stepsizes can be used when explor-
ing the three sub-ranges.

Let s1, s2 and s3 be the stepsize for sampling the range [kmin, kl],
kl, kr ], and [kr , kmax] respectively. We set the step sizes of the
ampling as follows:

2 =
m2(kl − kmin) + m1m2(kr − kl) + m1(kmax − kr )

m1m2(nk − 1)
, (3.8)

1 = m1s2, (3.9)

3 = m2s2, (3.10)

here nk is the total number of k values to sample, while m1 and
2 are parameters determining the degree of discrimination in
ampling to the different segments. When m1 = m2 = 1, we have
1 = s2 = s3 = (kmax − kmin)/(nk − 1), which is equivalent to do
niform sampling. When m1 > 1, we have s1 > s2, which means
he range of [kmin, kl] will have larger step size of sampling than
he range of [kl, kr ]. Otherwise, the range of [kmin, kl] will have
maller step size of sampling than the range of [kl, kr ]. The same
hing happens to m2 as well. Since the error curve usually has
typical shape from steep to gentle as shown in Fig. 5, which

uggests to use smaller step size in the range of [kmin, kl] and
arger step size in the range of [kr , kmax], m1 should be smaller
han 1 while m2 should be greater than 1. Finally we set them to
.5 and 2 respectively through experiments.
The second note is about elbow point detection. While the

otation of elbow points is well-known, there are no broadly
ccepted definitions. Various techniques [23,24] have been pro-
osed to detect the knee point of a curve. We adopt a lightweight
pproach similar to [24]. The idea is to draw a line from the first
o the last point of the curve, and then find the data point that
s farthest away from that line. Fig. 5 illustrates the process of
etecting knee points of an error curve and shows the boundaries
l and kr of the curve segments obtained through the method.

. Evaluations

We conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the proposed
echniques. Specifically, we focus on the following questions:
7

• Q1: How much computation can the optimizations save?
How much can they speed up k-means configuration, in
both sequential and parallel settings?

• Q2: Do the optimizations degrade the configuration results?
• Q3: How are the benefits affected by dataset attributes and

problem settings (e.g., k, data dimensions, landmarks)?
• Q4: How to deploy the optimizations (e.g., reuse from

smaller k or from larger k, smaller feature sets or larger
feature sets) to maximize the benefits?

This section answers the first question by reporting the overall
omputation savings and speedups brought by the techniques in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 , answers the second question in Sec-

ion 4.4, answers the third and fourth ones through some sen-
itivity studies in Section 4.5.

.1. Methodology

Our experiments use k-means–based classification as a con-
rete usage scenario of k-means configurations. It is worth noting
hat the techniques are general, applicable to other usage of
-means.
All the experiments run on an HPE Apollo 2000 server with

wo Intel Haswell CPUs (14 cores/CPU, 2.3–3.3 GHz) and 128 GB
AM. We use nine large, real-world datasets taken from the UCI
achine learning repository [25]. The statistics of the datasets

ncluding data size (size), the number of instances (n), the number
f attributes (#attributes) and the number of classes (#classes)
re listed in Table 1. Note that the attributes here are raw data,
o we need to apply one-hot encoding on them firstly. The range
f one-hot feature dimensions is shown in the ‘‘#one-hot di-
ensions’’ column. Then we used PCA as the feature projection
ethod to extract features from one-hot features and adopted

he step-wise feature selection method to select feature sets. We
etained a maximum number of components that cumulatively
xplain 99% of variation. The minimum number of dimensions is
wo. The overall range of feature dimensions to consider in the
onfiguration explorations is shown in the ‘‘#PCA dimensions’’
olumn. ‘‘dstep’’ and ‘‘kstep’’ columns show the default step size
o increase or decrease the dimension and the number of clusters
espectively.

Yinyang k-means [19] is used in the baseline implementa-
ions of the algorithm configuration to minimize time. Yinyang k-
eans is one of the state-of-the-art algorithms proposed by Ding
nd others recently. The algorithm filters unnecessary distance
alculations by using continuously maintained lower bounds on
he distances of each point to the cluster centers as well as an
pper bound to the cluster center to which it was assigned. Even
hough the bounds yield a significant speedup compared to the
tandard k-means (over 9X on average) [19], the algorithm needs
o compute one full iteration of k-means to initialize bounds in
he beginning, which requires the computation of all distances to
he centers.
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Table 2
Speedup (X) on baseline K -means.
Dataset Time(s)a Reuse-based filtering Center reuse

Across validations Across k and feature sets

Gamma 2808.1 3.09 3.58 2.05
Sensorless 10730.6 3.22 3.40 1.73
Credit 5713.5 3.30 4.05 2.04
Gassensor 1901.9 4.37 4.39 2.33
Miniboone 56636.8 1.56 3.73 1.83
Adult 9904.4 4.30 5.80 2.18
Connect 23621.7 1.54 4.42 1.63
Activity 6569.6 1.11 2.76 1.91
Census 79872.7 2.30 4.14 1.68

aTime(s) refers to k-means clustering time in seconds for all 200 configurations without our optimizations.
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K -means++ [26] is a commonly used initialization method for
better approximation to the optimal k-means solution (i.e., min-
imizing the within-cluster sum of squares). However, our exper-
iment shows that for configuring k-means–based data classifica-
tion, it does not outperform random-based center initialization in
either the speed or the quality of the produced classifier. Random
initialization is hence used in our baseline.

Euclidean distance is used in all the experiments as selections
of various distance metrics are not a focus of this work. Our
acceleration techniques apply to various metric spaces, except
that cross-feature reuse-based filtering requires p-norm spaces as
stated in Theorem 3.2.

4.2. Speedups on heuristic search

This part reports the speedups brought to the k-means con-
figuration process by our reuse-based filtering and center reuse.
Algorithm configurations typically employ some heuristic search
algorithms to explore the configuration space. Our optimizations
are largely orthogonal to what search algorithms are used. Our
experiments use stochastic hill climbing. Hill climbing is an it-
erative algorithm that starts with an arbitrary solution and then
attempts to find a better solution by changing the solution in
some way. If the change produces a better solution, then it is
taken as the new solution. Otherwise, a new change is examined.
The process is repeated until no further improvements can be
found or some stopping criterion is met. Stochastic hill climbing
makes the change at random.

The tuning objective is set to consider both the classification
accuracy and the response time of the built classifier. Specifically,
it is to find the smallest k (hence giving the fastest classification
response) that can achieve a classification accuracy over a given
threshold (e.g., 90% given by users). The stopping criterion is
that the maximum number of configurations (200) is tested. The
baseline method repeats the following process until it meets the
stop criterion:

1. Choose the number of dimensions d and the number of
clusters k from the search space randomly;

2. Run k-means–based classification with the specified con-
figuration and get the average classification error through
10-fold cross-validation;

3. If the average classification error reaches a predefined er-
ror threshold (1 - accuracy threshold) and the k value is
smaller than that in the current best configuration, then
take it as the current best solution.

Our computation reuse techniques accelerate the second step.
ach randomly generated configuration could have different d
nd/or k than what a previous trial uses. We design the following
euse strategy to select a historic trial for computation reuse:
8

• If there are previous trials of k-means that use the same d as
the current one, then we reuse the distances from the trial
with the largest k for reuse-based filtering and the cluster
centers from the trial with the nearest k for center reuse.

• Otherwise, we reuse the distances from the trial whose d is
larger but has the least difference than the current one for
reuse-based filtering and the cluster centers from the trial
with the least difference on d (can be smaller or larger) for
center reuse.

To enable the above reuse strategy, the cluster centers, the
ata points distribution, and the distance bounds from every data
oint to its cluster center from previous trials of k-means in the
irst fold of cross-validation have to be stored. Also, the point-
o-center distances from previous trials of k-means needs to be
pdated whenever a configuration with a larger k and the same
is tested. In experiments, our method tests from the largest d
nd the largest k and apply reuse to smaller d values and k values,
o it is necessary to store only one setting of previous result.
he concrete storage space needed depends on the data structure
sed. In particular, a floating-point list is used for store cluster
enter coordinates, and a list of point index and point-to-center
istance pairs is for point distribution and distance bounds in our
xperiments.
The speedups (baseline time/running time) from each tech-

ique are listed in Table 2. For reuse-based filtering, we observe
hat it has only minor effects on the speeds of the later it-
rations of Yinyang k-means (Details in Section 4.5.3). So we
eport the speedup of reuse-based filtering for the first iteration.
he speedup comes from the distance computation saved by TI-
ased filtering. Center reuse affects the entire k-means clustering
nd thus has the dominant influence on the overall speedup. It
onfirms that our simple design for center reuse across k and
eatures sets works well. The next subsection reports the overall
ffects when all the techniques are used together in attaining
rror surfaces.

.3. Speedup on the attainment of error surfaces

Our second experiment studies the benefits of our techniques
n the attainment of classification error surfaces. As Section 3.5
as mentioned, error surfaces capture the relations between con-
igurations and the errors of the corresponding classifiers. They
ould be helpful when the criterion for the best configuration
aries. In this experiment, we apply all three techniques that
ection 3 proposes to accelerate the attainment of the error
urfaces.
Uniform search of the configuration space is a simple but

requently used method to attain error surfaces. It is used in
he baseline implementation. Uniform search evaluates every
ombination of all the d values and several uniformly sampled
values.
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Table 3
Speedup on the attainment of error surfaces.
Dataset Speedup (X) by computation reuse (#k = 32) Percentage of k saving Overall speedup (X)

Reuse-based filtering Center reuse Two-phase design #k = 8 #k = 16 #k = 32

Across k Across
feature sets

Across
validations

Across k Across
feature sets

#k = 8 #k = 16 #k = 32

Gamma 3.42 3.12 4.81 2.78 1.44 11.51% 29.52% 16.81% 4.57 6.30 5.70
Sensorless 3.61 3.80 4.50 2.37 1.59 21.41% 31.00% 24.21% 5.34 6.73 6.94
Credit 3.65 3.70 5.31 2.81 1.82 6.69% 23.82% 15.09% 4.98 6.64 6.77
Gassensor 4.31 4.34 5.75 3.32 3.19 26.54% 38.77% 11.95% 6.54 8.59 6.74
Miniboone 1.91 1.97 4.56 2.57 2.02 3.85% 49.24% 48.98% 4.50 8.24 9.17
Adult 4.65 5.05 6.43 3.86 3.88 12.99% 24.64% 22.71% 6.76 8.27 9.07
Connect 1.59 1.74 4.13 2.91 2.28 11.19% 13.88% 5.89% 4.58 5.07 4.98
Activity 1.21 1.23 2.77 1.84 2.07 15.25% 17.36% 13.79% 3.02 3.49 3.34
Census 2.71 2.78 4.89 2.63 2.61 16.57% 33.12% 28.91% 5.34 7.32 7.64
Table 4
Speedup in parallel settings.
Dataset #threads Speedup (X)

#k = 5 #k = 10 #k = 20 #k = 30

Gamma

2
4
8
16

3.66
3.59
3.26
2.91

4.06
4.13
3.70
3.18

4.53
4.35
4.13
3.23

4.60
4.52
4.19
3.29

Sensorless

2
4
8
16

3.85
2.23
1.69
1.40

4.23
3.16
3.72
3.46

4.33
4.08
3.84
3.84

4.58
4.58
4.02
3.67

Credit

2
4
8
16

3.73
3.96
3.71
3.69

4.01
4.49
4.40
4.02

4.77
4.89
4.60
4.30

5.12
5.08
4.88
4.75

Gassensor

2
4
8
16

4.32
4.27
3.69
2.55

4.87
4.69
4.47
3.95

5.26
5.02
4.66
4.06

5.42
5.63
4.90
4.75

Miniboone

2
4
8
16

3.92
3.86
3.70
3.97

4.12
4.14
3.87
4.29

4.38
4.16
4.22
4.54

4.57
4.27
4.22
4.71

Adult

2
4
8
16

5.65
5.48
4.87
2.41

6.01
5.32
5.64
3.06

6.45
5.98
6.06
5.77

6.68
6.67
6.31
5.94

Connect

2
4
8
16

4.01
4.01
3.78
3.68

4.11
4.24
4.00
3.68

4.34
4.39
4.31
4.15

4.40
4.51
4.34
3.13

Activity

2
4
8
16

2.37
2.32
2.15
2.15

2.45
2.42
2.24
2.27

2.58
2.51
2.39
2.44

2.64
2.58
2.42
2.50
Our proposed method is to use two-phase design to reduce
he number of k to be evaluated for building a classification
rror curve. Computation reuse techniques are applied to save
he clustering time for each sampled configuration. Since the
onfigurations for uniform search to be tested are already known,
ur method starts with the largest d and the largest k and apply
euse to smaller d values and k values.

We first apply all the three techniques to speed up sequential
niform search, and then apply them to parallel uniform search
n the 28-core parallel machine.

.3.1. Sequential
In this setting, only one thread is used for the configuration

rocess. The range of dimensions to search is listed in Table 1
nd the range of k values is [20, 1010]. The number of sampled k
n uniform search are 8, 16, 32.
9

The speedups from all three techniques are listed in Table 3.
For reuse-based filtering and center reuse, the speedups, namely
the ratio between baseline time and our running time, are re-
ported, while for two-phase design, the percentage of k saving
is reported. It can be seen that the running time of k-means is
decreased largely with reuse-based filtering and center reuse, and
we could reduce the number of k to be evaluated for recovering
the error curve without affecting the benefits from the compu-
tation reuse with our two-phase design. As a consequence, the
overall speedup with all three techniques is up to 9.17X.

The overall speedup on the dataset activity is not as high
as on the other datasets. Specifically, the dominated accelera-
tion factor, center reuse across validations, produces a smaller
speedup compared with that on the other datasets. In contrast,
the results from the dataset census, which has the same large
dimensions but about 14 times larger data size, shows much
larger speedups for reuse-based filtering and center reuse across
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Fig. 7. Classification error curves for two datasets.
M

all three levels. This is because when a dataset is relatively small
but has a large size of feature sets, training sets are likely to follow
different distributions and thus the centers resulting from one
fold of training set is not as good for another fold of training
set. Another special phenomenon is the percentage of k saving
n the dataset miniboone. It can be seen that when the number
f k used by the uniform sampling changes, the percentage of k
aving by using two-phase design increases from 3.8% to around
9%. This situation occurs because the error curve of miniboone
as a relatively large linear area, namely the curve segment of
kmin, kl] and [kr , kmax], which needs only a small number of k to
pproximate the error curve obtained by the uniform sampling
n our two-phase design. Therefore the percentage of k saving
ecomes significant when the uniform search needs more k to
onstruct the error curve.

.3.2. Parallel
The parallel results are interesting to examine because our

echniques, especially the computation reuses, bring data de-
endence to the exploration of different configurations: for a
onfiguration to reuse results from another, it has to wait for
he results to be produced. They hence could hamper the parallel
earch.
Table 4 presents results of our algorithms in parallel settings

hen the two computation reuse techniques are applied. In order
o run our algorithms in parallel, some dependencies incurred
y the computation reuse have to be removed. When scheduling
he task to each thread, we use the following strategy to break
ependencies: if the number of threads supported is no larger
han the number of feature sets to be evaluated, then only remove
ependencies caused by reuse across feature sets. Each thread
xamines a subset of feature sets and the entire sampled k values.
he larger the dimension is, the longer the k-means clustering
ime is. To balance the workload among the threads, we assign
ach thread feature sets in an alternating manner. For example,
f the dimensions are from two to five and the number of threads
s two, then the first thread runs dimensions two and four while
he second thread runs dimensions three and five. When the
hread supported is larger than the number of feature sets, some
ependencies caused by reuse across k are also removed.
As shown in Table 4, we have good speedups with various

umbers of threads and numbers of sampled k. The larger the
umber of sampled k is, the larger the speedup is. This is because
e have a larger ratio of reusable distance computation for a

arger set of sampled k.

.4. Quality influence of center reuse

Recall that among all the three optimizations we introduce,
nly center reuse might affect the quality of the resulting clas-
ifiers due to the sensitivity of k-means on initial centers. In this
art, we provide the details of our empirical measurements of the
10
effects of center reuse on the quality of both classification and
clustering results.

Since k-means is sensitive to initialization, we perform 100
runs of k-means–based classification with different random seeds
for each configuration. The classification error is averaged over
the 100 runs. The metrics we use to measure the discrepancy
between the error curve from the baseline and that from our
center-reuse based technique are Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and
Mean Percent Error (MPE).

Given a list of values [a1, a2, . . . , an] and its approximation
[ã1, . . . , ãn], MAE and MPE are defined as follows:

AE =

∑n
i=1 |ai − ãi|

n
(4.1)

MPE = 100% ×

∑n
i=1 |(ai − ãi)/ai|

n
(4.2)

For the datasets in Table 1, the range of MAE is from 2.67E−04
to 1.75E − 03 and the range of MPE is from 0.15% to 2.63%. Fig. 7
shows the classification error curves from two datasets. ‘‘Default’’
here refers to the Yinyang k-means with random initialization
while ‘‘CtrReuse’’ refers to the Yinyang k-means with center-reuse
initialization. Even though center reuse yields a different error
curve, the MAE is lower than 0.002 and the MPE is lower than
3%, indicating the little influence of center reuse on classification
quality.

We also validated the minor influence of center reuse on
clustering quality through traditional internal metrics including
Davies–Bouldin index [27], Dunn index [28], and Silhouette co-
efficient [29]. Since the objective of k-means is to minimize the
within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS), we also included WCSS
as a metric. We used Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) to
measure the correlation of k-metric value curves with center-
reuse initialization and those with random initialization. For the
datasets in Table 1, the PCCs are higher than 0.969 for all the
indexes and higher than 0.9997 for WCSS. The MPE for all the
indexes and WCSS are mostly within 5%. The results indicate that
center reuse also has negligible influence on clustering quality.

4.5. Sensitivity analysis and insights

Experiments on heuristic search and the attainment of error
surfaces have shown the efficacy of our acceleration techniques.
To better take advantage of reuse-based optimization, we provide
some insights by answering the following questions:

• For center reuse across k, should we reuse centers resulting
from a smaller k or a larger k?

• For center reuse across feature sets, should we reuse centers
resulting from a smaller feature set or a larger feature set?

• For reuse-based filtering, how does the number of land-
marks affect the speedup? How does the optimization affect
later iterations of k-means? How is the speedup related with

k and the size of feature sets?
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Fig. 8. Center reuse across k with inc/dec k on datasets adult and connect. acc. is short for accumulated.
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able 5
peedups (X) of center reuse across k with different kstep.
kstep 10 20 50 100 200 500

Sensorless 4.11(3.96) 3.08 1.88 1.71 1.72 1.13
Miniboone 4.31(4.06) 3.22 2.20 1.68 1.32 1.15
Adult 4.26(3.85) 3.10 2.13 2.06 1.46 1.23
Connect 4.95(4.20) 3.49 2.26 1.93 1.56 1.16

We next answer the questions in detail. We report the detailed
measurements with four representatives of all the datasets.

4.5.1. Insights for center reuse across k
To compare the speedup of reusing centers from a smaller k

ith that from a larger k, we compare two methods: CtrReuseK-
nc, which uses k centers to initialize k + kstep centers by ran-
omly adding kstep centers, and CtrReuseK-dec, which uses k

centers to initialize k− kstep centers by merging centers through
one iteration of k-means. The range of k values is from 20 to
1020 and kstep is 200. The range of d values is from 2 to 59 and
dstep is 1. The baseline method is the default method for k-means
configuration.

Experiment results show that center reuse by merging cen-
ters from a larger k generally gives larger speedups than that
 w

11
by randomly adding centers from a smaller k. Figs. 8(a) and
8(b) show the detailed results on datasets adult and connect:
CtrReuseK-dec gives much larger speedups than CtrReuseK-inc
especially when the dimensions are larger than eight. It is worth
noting that because CtrReuseK-dec starts from the largest k, it
as a longer startup time. However, its larger speedups on other
values lead to much shorter overall configuration time. It is

onfirmed by the accumulated time of the configuration process
s Figs. 8(c)–8(f) show with dimensions 10 and 58.
Table 5 shows the speedup of center reuse across k with dif-

ferent step size. Because decreasing k gives better speedups, we
listed only speedups from the method CenterReuseK-dec except
for the column ‘10‘, where the speedups from CenterReuseK-inc
are listed in parentheses. According to the table, the larger the
kstep, the smaller the speedup. When the kstep is less than 500,
which means the change is less than 50% of the maximum k
alue, center reuse gives significant speedups.

.5.2. Insights for center reuse across feature sets
We conduct similar experiments to examine the influence of

euse directions across feature sets. We use CtrReuseDim-inc and
trReuseDim-dec for the increasing and decreasing directions,
nd dstep for the step size. CtrReuseDim-inc fills extra dimensions

ith the mean value of each dimension, and CtrReuseDim-dec
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Fig. 9. Center reuse across feature sets with inc/dec d on datasets adult and connect.

Fig. 10. Reuse-based filtering performance on different k and different numbers of landmarks (#lms) on adult (dim=11).

12
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Fig. 11. Reuse-based filtering performance on different k and different numbers of landmarks (#lms) on adult (dim=59).
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Table 6
Speedups (X) of center reuse across feature sets with different dstep.
dstep 1 2 4 8 16 32

Sensorless 1.82(1.26) 1.14 1.03 1.0 – –
Adult 2.62(2.36) 2.10 1.67 1.31 1.22 1.07
Connect 2.43(1.94) 2.15 2.06 1.27 1.08 1.01
Activity 4.19(3.32) 3.36 2.70 2.20 1.62 1.28

just removes the extra dimensions. The range of k values is from
0 to 1020 and kstep is 200. The range of d values is from 2 to 59
nd dstep is 1. The baseline method is the default method.
Experiment results show that center reuse by removing di-
ensions from centers with a larger d generally performs
etter than center reuse by adding dimensions to centers a
maller k. Fig. 9 shows the detailed results on datasets adult and
onnect.
Table 6 shows the speedup of center reuse across feature

ets with different step size. Since decreasing d gives similar
r better speedups, we listed only speedups from the method
enterReuseDim-dec except for the column ‘1‘, where the
13
speedups from CenterReuseDim-inc are listed in parentheses.
According to the table, the larger the dstep, the smaller the
speedup. When the dstep is less than 50% of the maximum
ize of the feature set, the speedups from center reuse are
ignificant.

.5.3. Insights for reuse-based filtering
This part investigates the influence of the number of land-

arks for reuse-based filtering, and the impact of the filtering on
ater iterations of k-means.

The number of landmarks determines the number of distance
runed through reuse-based filtering. As the number of land-
arks is larger, the lower bounds of distance from each point to
luster centers are tighter and thus more exact distance calcula-
ions could be pruned; however, the overhead of calculating the
ower bounds also becomes significant.

Table 7 shows the speedups and corresponding distance sav-
ngs for the first iteration of k-means with reuse-based filtering
across k. According to the results, decent speedups manifest
when the number of landmarks is around

√
n. The observation
Table 7
Speedups (X) and distance savings for the first iteration of K -means with reuse-based filtering across k.
#landmarks 200 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Sensorless 2.77(89.7%) 3.07(92.5%) 3.20(93.4%) 3.14(92.9%) 3.06(91.5%) 2.95(90.1%) 2.71(85.3%)
Miniboone 1.26(50.5%) 1.29(54.8%) 1.37(57.6%) 1.39(60.0%) 1.41(61.1%) 1.47(61.8%) 1.47(62.1%)
Adult 2.52(74.9%) 2.96(81.6%) 3.47(84.9%) 3.62(86.1%) 3.58(85.4%) 3.45(84.0%) 3.29(82.4%)
Activity 1.05(16.7%) 1.03(16.7%) 1.01(15.3%) 0.97(12.3%) 0.95(9.9%) 0.94(7.4%) 0.93(5.7%)
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s consistent with previous studies on fast knn with triangle
nequality [30–32].

As mentioned in Section 3.3, reuse-based filtering helps with
he first iteration of k-means, but could possibly degrade the
fficiency of the later iterations of k-means. The overall results in
ections 4.2 and 4.3 have already shown that the overall effects
re positive, leading to large overall speedups. Figs. 10 and 11
how the detailed results of adult on three numbers of landmarks
#lms) to shed some insights in further depth when d = 11 and
d = 59. Figs. 10(d) and 11(d) report that the looser bounds due to
the use of reuse-based filtering in the first iteration cause about
0%–20% extra distance calculations in later iterations. However,
the large savings in the first iteration (reflected by 75%–95% first
iteration distance savings in Figs. 10(c) and 11(c), up to 5.1X
speedups in Fig. 10(b) and up to 3.4X speedups in Fig. 11(b))
still lead to 10%–60% overall distance savings as Figs. 10(f) and
11(f) reports, and significant clustering speedups as Figs. 10(e)
and 11(e) shows. A Similar positive results are observed on other
d values.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we introduced the concept of reuse-centric k-
means configurations to promote information reuse across the
explorations of different configurations of k-means. It was shown
that our computation-reuse promotion techniques, reuse-based
filtering and center reuse, could largely cut the configuration time
of k-means–based data classification. We also introduced a two-
phase design, which when working in synergy with the other
two techniques, reduces the uniform search-based attainment of
classification error surfaces by a factor of 9. In addition, through
a series of sensitivity study and in-depth analysis, we provided
some important insights on how to tap into the full potential of
the techniques.
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